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22 Entries...

- MEVICO
- COLLABORATIVE SOCIETY
- SRT-15
- NOBEL
- RESEVOIR
- CREATIVE WORLD
- SWISS IPv6 COUNCIL
- GEN6
- eCOUSIN
- NETWORK MONITOR
- MEDIEVAL
- DRUNGLI
- ANIKETOS
- SPARC
- COOLLAB
- UNIVERSELF
- PLAYNIFY
- PERVERSIVE TOURISM
- PURSUIT
- uTRUSTit
- i2web
- MOBILE CLOUD NETWORKING (MCN)
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Winner:

Publish-Subscribe Internet Technology

(PURSUIT)
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Judges comments (sample)

“... very impressive results achieved; aspects of commercial deployment considered and executed”

“Project has definitely a measurable impact and resulted already in a real exploitation by setting up the start-up”

“Overall very good project”

“Information centric networking, publish-subscribe architecture, clean slate design for FI”
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